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Intl'oduction

ThIOughout history, individuals who sexually
victimize children have frequented the places where
children gather. School yards, paIks, and malls have
been prime contact places Offenders have also used
technological advancements (eg, cameras, tele
phones, automobiles, etc) to facilitate their sexual
interests and behavior_ In the 1990's, home comput
ers, online services, and the Internet have become new
points ofcontact and new technological tools _We have
historically waIned om children about the dangers
associated with strangers, but of'
ten neglected to help them under
stand that sex offenders are often
people they have come to know
either in person or now online

Like many molesters, indi
viduals attempting to sexually ex
ploit children tIuough the use of
computer online services or the
Internet tend to gradually seduce
their taIgets with attention, affec
tion, kindness, and gifts They aI-e often willing to
devote considerable amounts of time, money, and
energy to this pIOcess _They will listen to and empa
thize with the problems of children They will be
aWaI-e of the music, hobbies, and interests of chil
dren _Unless the victims aI-e already engaged in sexu
ally explicit computer conversation, offenders will
usually lower any inhibitions by gradually introduc
ing the sexual context and content Some offenders
nse the computer primaIily to collect and trade child
pornography, while others also seek online contact
with other offenders and children

Children, especialIy adolescents, aIe often in
terested in and curious about sexuality and sexually
explicit material_ They wilI sometimes use their online
access to actively seek out such material They aI-e
moving away lium the total control of paIents and
trying to establish new relationships outside the faIll
ily Sex offenders taIgeting children will use and ex
ploit these chaIacteristics and needs _Adolescent chil
dren may also be attracted to and lmed by online of'
fenders closer to their age who, although not techni
cally "pedophiles," may be dangeIOus

Illegal Sexual Activity

ComputeHclated sexnal exploitation ofchildren
usualIy comes to the attention oflaw enforcement as
a result of citizen/victim complaints, referrals lium
commercial service providers. or inadvertent discov
ery during other investigations _Cases are also
pIOactively identified by undercover investigations
that taIget high risk computer sites or utilize other
specialized techniques

Sexual activity involving the use of computers
that is usually illegal and therefore the focus of law
enforcement investigations includes:

I _PIOducing or possessing child pornography
2 Uploading and downloading child pornography
3 _Soliciting sex with "children" •

Using the computer to solicit sex with "children"
could include communicating with actual childr-en as
well as with law enforcement officers taking a pIO
active investigative approach and pretending to be chil
dren or pretending to be adults with access to childr-en
After using the computer to make contact with the
"child," other ilIegal activity could involve traveling
to meet the child or having the child tIavel to engage

in sexual activity

One pIOblem area for the
criminal justice system aIe cases
involving adolescents who use the
computer to solicit sex with other
adolescents and to tIattic in child
pornography that portIays pubes·
cent "childr-en_" For purposes of
child pornography and illegal
sexual activity, the Federal stat
utes and many local statutes de

fine childr-en or minors as individuals who have not
yet reached their eighteenth birthday Therefore, such
behavior may be technically illegal, but may not be
sexually deviant

Legal Sexual Activity

Sexual activity involving the use of computers.
that is usually legal includes:

I Validating sexually deviant behavior and interests

2 Reinforcing deviant aIuusal patterns

3 _Storing and shaIing sexual fantasies

4 Lying about one's age and identity

5 _Collecting adult pornography that is not obscene

6 Disseminating "indecent" material, talking dirty,
providing sex instIuctions, "cybercsex," etc

7 Injecting oneself into the "problem" of computer
exploitation of children to rationalize one's inter
ests

Although many might find much of this activity
offensive and repulsive, and special circumstances and
specific laws might even criminalize some of it, it is
for the most paIt legal activity

Understanding Behavior
The investigation of child sexual exploitation

cases involving computers requires knowledge of the
technical, legal, and behavioral aspects of computer
use, However. because each of these areas is so com-
plex, investigators must also identify experts and.
resources available to assist in these cases _Exploita-
tion cases involving computers present many investi
gative chalIenges, but they also present the opportunity
to obtain a great deal of corroborative evidence and
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investigative intelligence. Ihis discussion will focus
primarily ou the dynamics of offender and victim
behavior in the computer exploitation of children

Offender'S

The general public, the media, and many child
abuse professionals sometimes simplistically refer to
all those who sexually victimize children as
pedophiles. There is no single or uniform definition
fOi the word "pedophile" FOI mental health profes
sionals and as defined in the DSM-IV, it is a diagnos
tic term refening to those with reClluent, intense sexu
ally aruusing fantasies, urges, and behaviors involv
ing prepubescent children (American Psychological
Association, 1994) For most, however, it is just a
fancy word for a child molester. Are all child molest
ers pedophiles? Are child molesters with adolescent
victims pedophiles? Are individuals who use the
Intemet to collect and obtain both child and adult porc
nography pedophiles?

As I use the term, pedophiles
are individuals whose erotic im
agery and sexual fantasies focus
on children. They do not "settle"
for child victims, but, in fact, pre
fer to have sex with children

Not everyone using a com
puter to facilitate having sex with
children m ttafficking in child pOic
nography is a pedophile. There is
no legal requirement to determine
that a subject or suspect in a case is a pedophile and
often it is irrelevant to the investigation 01 prosecu
tion. As will be discussed, such a determination may
be useful in developing a variety of investigative ap
proaches. fa avoid confusion with a mental health
diagnosis and possible challenges in COUlt, however,
use of the term "pedophile" by law enforcement
should be kept to a minimum In my work and case
analysis, a pedophile is just one example or sub-cat
egOlY ofwhat I refer to as a "preferential sex offender"
The term preferential sex offender is merely a descrip,·
tive label used only to identify, for investigative pUl
poses, a certain type of offender

The advantages of law enfOicement using the
term preferential sex offender include: (I) it is de
scriptive, not diagnostic; (2) it is probative, not preju
dicial; (3) it can include both offenders who sexually
molest children and those who "just" collect child
pomography; (4) it can include offenders whose child
pomography is only a small portion of their large
pomography collections; and (5) it can include those
with preferences for adolescent victims and fOi ado
lescent pomography (e.g., hebephiles, ephebophiles)
How to recognize and identify such offenders will be
discussed shOitly.

Computer Offenders

Offenders using computers to sexually exploit
children usually fall into two broad categOlies:

I. Sitnational Offender (Dabbler) - Usually ei
ther a typical adolescent sear'ching online for pomog
raphy and sex or an impulsive/cUlious adult with a
newly found access to a wide range of pomography
and sexual opportunities When they break the law,
such dabblers can obviously be investigated and pros
ecuted, but their behaviOi is not as long-term, persis,
tent, and predictable as that of preferential offenders

2 Preferential Offender - Usually either a sexu
ally indiscriminate with a wide variety of deviant
sexual interests or a "pedophile" with a definite pref
erence fOi children. Ihe main difference between them
is that the pOinography/erotica collection of the sexu
ally indiscriminate preferential offender will be more
varied, usually with a focus on their particular sexual
preferences or paraphilias, whereas a pedophile's col
lection will focus predominantly on children. Also,
the sexually indiscriminate offender is less likely to

directly molest children, espe
cially prepubescent children

Other miscellaneous "of
feuders" include: media repmters
who erroneously believe they can
go online and ttaffic in child porc
nography as part of a news ex
pose; pranksters who disseminate
false or incriminating infOimation
to embarrass the targets of their
"dirty tticks"; older "boyfriends"
attempting to sexually interact
with adolescent girls or boys; and

concemed citizens who go overboard doing their own
private investigations into this problem As will be
discussed, investigators must be cautious of all over
zealous citizens offering their services in these cases
Only law enforcement officers involved in official,
authorized investigations should be conducting pro
active investigation or downloading child pomogra
phy on a computer

Although a variety of individuals sexually vic
timize cbildren, preferential sex offenders are the pri
mary sexual exploiters of children. They tend to be
serial offenders who prey on children through the
operation ofchild sex rings andiOi the collection, cre
atiou, or disttibution of child pomography. Using a
computer to fuel and validate interests and behavior,
to facilitate interacting with child victims, or to pos
sess and traffic in child pomography usually requires
the above average intelligence and economic means
more typical of preferential sex offenders. Ihe com..
puter sex offenders discussed here tend to be white
males from a middle class 01 higher socioeconomic
background

Recognizing Prefer'ential Sex Offender's

An impOitant step in investigating sexual exploi
tation of children is to recognize and utilize, ifpresent,
the highly predictable sexual behavior pattems of
these preferential sex offenders If the investigation
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identifies enough of these patterns, many of the reo.
maining ones can be assumed" However, no particu
lar number constitutes "enough" - just a few may be
enough iftbey are especially significant, Most of these
indicators mean little by themselves, but as they are
identified and accumulated through investigation, they
can constitute reason to believe a suspect is a preferc

ential sex offender

You cannot hope to determine the type of of'
fender with whom you ar'e deal-
ing unless you have the most com
plete, detailed, and accurate infor
mation possible The investigator
must understand that doing a
background investigation on a
suspect means more than obtain·
ing the date and place ofbirth and
credit and criminal checks
School, juvenile, military, medi
cal, driving, employment, bank,
and sex offender and child abuse regislIy records can
also be valuable sources of information about an of'
fender

A preferential sex offender can usually be iden
tified by the following behaviors:

I, Long-Term and Persistent Pattern of Behavior
A) Begins pattern in early adolescence
B) Is willing to commit time, money, & energy
C) Commits multiple offenses
D) Makes ritual or need-driven mistakes

2 Specific Sexual Interests
A) Manifests paraphiliac preferences (may be

multiple)
B) Focuses on defined sexual interests and vic

tim characteristics
C) Centers life around preferences
D) Rationalizes sexual interests

3 Well-Developed Techniques
A) Evaluates experiences
B) lies and manipulates, often skillfully
C) Has method of access to victims
D) Is quick to use modern technology (e g com

puter, video) for sexual needs & purposes

4 Fantasy-Driven Behavior
A) Collects pornography
B) Collects paraphernalia, souvenirs, videotapes
C) Records fantasies
D) Acts to tum fantasy into reality

On an investigative level, the presence of
paraphilias often means highly repetitive and predict
able behavior focused on specific sexual interests that
goes well beyond a "method ofoperation" (MO) ,The
concept of MO - something done by an offender
because it works and will help him get away with the
crime - is well known to most investigators An
offender's MO is fueled by thought and deliberation
Most offenders change and improve their MO over

time and with experience

Preferential sex offenders' repetitive patterns of
behavior involve some MO, but are more likely to
also involve the less-known concept of sexual ritual.
Sexual ritual is the repeated engaging in an act or se- •
lies of acts in a certain manner because of a sexual
need; that is, in order to become aroused and/or gIati-
fied, a person must engage in the act in a certain way
Other types of ritual behavior can be motivated by
psychological, cultural, or spiritual needs Unlike MO,

ritual is necessary to the offender
but not to the successful commis
sion ofthe crime In fact, instead
of facilitating the crime, it often
increases the odds of identifica
tion, apprehension, and convic
tion because it causes the offender
to make need-driven mistakes"

Ritual and its resultant be-
havior is fueled by erotic imag

ery and fantasy and can be bizarre in nature Most
important to investigators, offenders find it difficult
to change and modify ritual, even when their experi
ence tells them they should or they suspect law en
forcement scrutiny, Understanding sexual ritual (i e.,
need-driven behavior) is the key to investigating pref
erential sex offenders

Investigators must not over- or under-react to
reported allegations, They must understand that not
all computer offenders are stereotypical "pedophiles" •
who fit some common profile, Keeping an open mind
and objectively attempting to determine the type of
offender involved can be useful in minimizing em
barrassing errors in judgment and developing appro
priate interview, investigative, and prosecutive slIat-
egy For example, the fact that preferential offenders
as part of sexual ritual ar'e more likely to commit simi-
lar multiple offenses, make need-driven mistakes, and
compulsively collect pornography and other offense
related paraphernalia can be used to build a slIonger
case

In computer cases, especially those involving
proactive investigative techniques, it is often easier
to determine the type of offender than in other kinds
of child sexual exploitation cases, When attempting
to make this determination, it is important to evaluate
all available background information The following
information flom the on-line computer activity can
be valuable in this assessment This information can
often be ascertained from the online service provider
and through undercover communication, pretext con
tacts, informants, record checks, and other investiga
tive techniques (i e " mail cover, pen register, lIash
run, surveillance, etc.)

• Screen Name
• Screen Profile
• Accuracy of Profile
• Length of Time Active

continued on next page
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• Amount of lime Spent Online
• Number of Transmissions
• Number of Files
• Number of Files Originated
• Number of Files Forwarded
• Number of Files Received
• Number of Recipients
• Site of Communication
• Iheme of Messages & Chat
• Iheme of Pornography

A common problem in these
cases is that it is often easier to
determine a computer is being
used than to determine who is us
ing the computer It is obviously
harder to do a background inves
tigation when multiple people
have access to the computer Pretext phoue calls can
be very useful in such situations

Exaggerated Example: An investigation deter
mines that a suspect is a 50-year,-0Id single male who:
does volunteer work with troubled boys; has two prior
convictions for sexually molesting young boys in 1974
and 1986; has an expensive state-of-the-art home com
puteI'; has a main screen name of"Boylover" and one
screen profile that describes him as a 14-yearcold; has
for the last five year's daily spent many hours online
in chat rooms and the "altsex,preteen" newsgroup
justifying and graphically describing his sexual pref
erence for and involvement with young boys; and
brags about his extensive pornography collection
while uploading hundreds of child pornography files
all focusing on preteen boys in bondage to dozens of
individuals allover the world, If such a determina
tion were relevant to the case, these facts would con
stitute more than enough probable cause to believe
this suspect is a preferential sex offender

Knowing the kind of offender with whom you
me dealing can go a long way in determining investi-
gative strategy, For example, it might be useful in
developing offender interview sliategy, evaluating the
consistency of victim statements, proving intent, as
sessing the admissibility ofpriOi acts, learning where
and what kind of cOlloborative evidence might be
found (i e " the existence and location of other vic
tims and child pornography or erotica), etc It might
even be included in a search warrant affidavit to add
to the probable cause, to expand the natme and scope
of the search, or to address legal staleness problems

With either ofthe preferential types of computer
offenders (the sexually indiscriminate offender or the
pedophile), the characteristics, dynamics, and tech
niques (ie, expert search warrant) previously dis
cussed concerning preferential sex offenders should
be considered

"Concerned Citizens"

Many individuals who come to authOlities to
repOit deviant sexual activity they have discovered

on the Internet must invent clever excuses fOI how
and why they came upon such material They often
start out pursuing their own sexual or deviant inter-

==9 ests, but then decide to repOit to
the police either because it went
too far, because they are afraid
they might have been monitored
by authOlities, or because they
need to rationalize their perverc
sions as having some higher pmc
pose Or value Rather than hon
estly admitting their own deviant
interests, they make up elaborate
explanations to justify finding the
materiaL Some claim to be jour
nalists, researchers or oUliaged,
concerned citizens liying to pro-

tect a child 01 help the police, In any case, what they
find may still have to be investigated

Investigators must consider that these "con
cerned citizens" repOiting such activity may:

1, Be motivated by a need to rationalize 01 deny their
deviant sexual interests and so have embellished
and falsified an elaborate tale of perversion and
criminal activity on the Internet

2 Whatever their liue motivations might be, have
uncovered individuals using the Internet to vali
date and reinforce their bizarre, perverted sexual
fantasies and interests (a common occmrence), but
who are not engaged in criminal activity

3 Whatever their tme motivations might be, have
uncovered individuals involved in criminal activ
ity

One especially sensitive area for investigators is
the preferential sex offender who presents himself as
a concerned citizen repOiting what he inadvertently
"discovered" in cyberspace or requesting to wOlk with
law enforcement to search for child pornography and
to protect children, Other than the obvious benefit of
legal justification fOi their past orfuture activity, most
do this as part of their need to rationalize their behav
ior as wOlthwhile and to gain access to children When
these offenders ar'e caught, instead of recognizing this
activity as part of their preferential pattern of behav
ior, the comts sometimes give them leniency because
of their "good deeds" Preferential sex offenders who
are also law enforcement officers sometimes claim
their activity was part of some well-intentioned, but
unauthOlized investigation

Use of Computers

Ihe great appeal of a computer becomes obvi
ous when you understand sex offenders, especially
the preferential sex offende! Ihe computer provides
preferential sex oftenders with an ideal means of fill
ing their needs to: (1) organize their collections, cor
respondence, and fantasy material; (2) communicate
with victims and other offenders; (3) store, liansfer;

continued on next page
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manipulate, aud create child pomography; aud (4)
maiutain financial records ,The sex offender using a
computer is not a new type of criminal It is simply a
matter of modem technology catching up with long
known, well-documented behavioral needs" In the past
they were probably among the fust to obtain and use,
for their sexual ueeds, new inventions such as the cam
era, the telephone, the automobile, the Polaroid cam
era and the video camera and recorder, Because of
the~ ttaits and needs, they are willing to spend what
ever time, money, and energy it takes to obtain, learn
about, and use this technology

Or'ganization

Offenders use computers to organize their col

lections, correspondence, and fan- T"Itf;SS;;:;~'2';;;
tasy material Many preferential Ie

sex offenders seem to be compul
sive record keepers A computer
makes it much easier to store and fji~~ll1ki
rettieve names and addresses of
victims and individuals with simi
lar interests, Innumerable charac·
teristics of victims and sexual acts
can be easily recorded and ana- kijf","''ifli'ii
Iyzed, Au extensive pomography
collection can be catalogued by
subject matter Even fantasy writ
ings and other narrative descrip
tions can be stored and retrieved
for future use

One problem the computer
creates for law enforcement is
determining whether computer
texts describing sexual assaults
are fictional stories, sexual fantasies, diaries of past
activity, plans for future activity, or cunent threats
This problem can be compounded by the fact that
there are individuals who believe that cyberspace is a
new frontier where the old rules of society do not
apply, Ihey do not want this "freedom" scrutinized
and investigated, There is no easy solution to this prob
lem Meticulous analysis and investigation ar'e the
only answers

Communicate to Fuel and Validate

Many offenders are drawn to the Intemet and
other online activity as a way to communicate and
validate their interests and behavior, Ibis is actually
the most important and compelling reason that pref
erential sex offenders are drawn to online services
Through the Internet, national and regional onliue
services, or specialized electronic bulletin boards,
offenders cau use their computers to locate individu
als with similar iuterests, The computer may also en
able them to obtain active validation (ie, from liv
ing humans) with less risk of identification or dis
covery Ihe great appeal of this type of communica
tion is its perceived anonymity and immediate feed
back They feel protected as when using the mail, but

get immediate response as when meeting face to face

Like adveItisements in "swingeI magazines,"
computer online services ar'e used to identify indi
viduals with mutual interests concerniug age, gender,
and sexual preference, Ihe offender may use.an elec-.
tronic bulletin board to which he has authonzed ac-
cess, or he may illegally euter a system Ihe offender
can also set up his owu or participate in other surrep
titious or underground online bulletin boards

In addition to adults with similar interests, of
fenders can sometimes get validation from the chil
dren they communicate with online Children need
ing attention and affection may respond to an offender
in positive ways, Ihey may tell the offender he is a

"great guy" and that they are
gratefUl for his interest in them
In communicating with children,

''' ••• > H and in a few cases with adults,
offenders frequently assume the
identities of children

Validation is also obtained
from the fact that the offenders ar'e
utilizing the same cutting edge
technology used by the most in
telligent and creative people in
society, In their minds, the time,
technology, and talent it takes to
engage in this activity is proof of
its value and legitimacy •

Sadly, I have corne to suspect
that some individuals with poten
tially illegal, but previously latent
sexual preferences have begun to
criminally act out when their in

hibitions are weakened after their arousal patterns ar'e
fueled and validated through online computer com
munication

Offenders' need for validation is the foundation
on which proactive investigative techniques (e g,
stings, undercover operations, etc) are built and the
primary reason they work so often Although their
brain may tell them not to send child pornography or
not to reveal details of past or planned criminal acts
to a stranger they met online, their need for valida
tion often compels them to do so

Child Pornography

Because of computers utilizing onliue services,
child pornography is now more readily available in
the United States than it has been since the late 1970's
Au offender can now use a computer to transfer, ma
uipulate, and even create child pornography, With the
typical home computer and modern, still images can
easily be digitally stored, transferred from print or •
videotape, and transmitted, with each copy being as
good as the original, Visual images can be stored on
hard drives, floppy disks, CD-ROM's, or DVD's With
newer technology, faster modems, digital cameras, and
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bettel computels, similal things can now be done with
some moving images. FOI now, howevel, it is still dif'
ficult to transmit the most prefened child pornogra
phy fOlmat-high quality, lengthy moving images
(e.g videotape, films)

The other invaluable modern inventions fOi pOI
nographers, the video camera and recorder, are now
being integrated into and through the computer. Mul
timedia images with some motion and sound and vir
tual reality programs can provide an added dimen
sion to the pornography The infOimation and images
stored and transmitted can be enclypted to deter de
tection

Some of these uses are now small problems that
can eventually become big problems. Computer soft
ware and hardware is being developed so rapidly that
the potential of these problems is almost unlimited
In the future, most communication systems in a home
(e.g, telephone, television, fax, videotape, music,
newspapers, financial records, etc.) may be funneled
through a computer.

The ability to manipulate digital visual images
may make it difficult to believe
yoU! own eyes Television com
mercials now make it appear that
Paula Abdul is dancing with Gene
Kelly and John Wayne is talking
to a drill selgeant. Halfway
thIOUgh the movie "Fallest
Gump," Lt. Dan's legs me no
longer visible .. With computel
graphics programs, images can be
easily changed 01 "mmphed " This
is similar to the technology that is
used to "age" the photographs of
long-missing children

Computer··manipulated and, soon, computel~

genelated visual images of "children" engaging in
sexually explicit conduct may call into question the
basis for child pornography laws Undel the Child
Pornography Prevention Act of 1996, the Federal defi
nition of "child pornography" has been expanded to
include not only a sexually explicit visual depiction
using a minor, but also any visual depiction that "has
been Cleated, adapted, 01 modified to appear (em
phasis added) that an identifiable minor is engaging
in sexually explicit conduct" Although this new law
makes prosecution of cases involving manipulated
computer images easier, it also means that it is no
longer possible in evelY case to argue that child pm~
nography is the pelrnanent record of the abuse or ex
p�oitation of an actual child This law is cunently
being challenged in a variety of cases and jurisdic
tions, which will ultimately establish its constitution
ality (see article by Toth and McClure in this issue)
If this law is found unconstitutional, only existing ob
scenity laws may apply to such manipulated/simu
lated child pornography

Investigators must also recognize and understand
that not all collectOis ofchild pornography physically
molest children, and not all molesters ofchildren col
lect child pornogr·aphy. Not all childIen depicted in
child pomogmphy have been sexually abused. FOI
example, some have been photographed without theil
knowledge while undressing, others were manipulated
into posing nude Depending on the use of the mate
lial, however, all can be considered exploited FOI this
reason, even those who "just" download or collect
child pornography produced by others playa role in
the sexual exploitation of children, even if they have
not physically molested a child

Computer offenders who "just" traffic in child
pomogmphy are committing selious violations of the
law that do not necessarily require proving that they
ar·e also child molesters. If it is relevant and the facts
suppmt it, such individuals can be considered prefel~

ential sex offenders because such behaviol is an of'
fense Some computel offenders who tmffic in child
pornography, especially the sexually indiscliminate
preferential sex offender, may have significant col
lections of adult pomography as well. In some cases,

they may even have far more
adnlt than child pornoglaphy.
Such offenders may not be
"pedophiles," but can still be pref
erential sex offendels

Maintenance of Financial
Records

Offenders who have tumed
their child pomoglaphy into a
profit making business use com
puters the same way any business
uses them Lists of customers,

dollar amounts of lIansactions and descliptions of
inventOIy can all be recorded on the computer. Be
cause lIafficking in child pomography by computel
lowers the lisks, there may be an increase in profit
motivated dislIibution

Victims

Offendels can use the computel to lIoll f01 and
communicate with potential victims with minimal lisk
of being identified The use of a vast, loose knit net
w01k like the Intemet can sometimes make identify
ing the actual pelpellator difficult On the computer,
the offender can assume any identity 01 charactelis·
tics he wants or needs. Children flam dysfunctional
families and families with pOOl communication are
at significant lisk f01 seduction Oldel children ar·e
obviously at gr·eater lisk than are younger children
Adolescent boys confused over their sexual OIienta
tion ar·e at particularly high lisk of such contacts By
no reasonable definition can an individual with whom
a child has regularly communicated online for months
be called a "stranger"

The child can be indilectly ''victimized'' through

continued on next page
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conversation ("chat") and the transfer ofsexually ex
plicit information and material or can be evaluated
for future face-to-face contact and direct victimiza
tion The latest technology even allows for real-time
group participation in child molestation by digital tele
conferencing by computer.

Investigators must recognize that many of the
children lured hom their homes after online computer
conversations are not innocents who were duped while
doing their homework Most ar'e curious, rebellious,
or troubled adolescents seeking sexual information
or contact, Investigation will sometimes discover sig
nificant amounts of adult and
child pomography and other sexu
ally explicit material On the com
puter of the child victim Never
theless, they have been seduced
and manipulated by a clever of
fender and do not fully understand
or recognize what they were get
ting into

Investigators and prosecu
tors must understand and learn to
deal with the incomplete and con
tradictory statements of many se
duced victims, The dynamics of their victimization
must be considered They are embanassed and
ashamed of their' behavior and rightfully believe that
society will not understand their victimization, Many
adolescent victims ar'e most concerned about the re
sponse of their peers, Investigators who have a ste
reotyped concept ofchild sexual abuse victims or who
ar'e accustomed to interviewing younger children mo
lested within their family will have a difficult time
interviewing adolescents molested after online seduc
tion, Many of these victims will be troubled, even
delinquent children from broken homes

Although applicable statutes and investigative
or prosecutive priorities may vary, officers investi
gating computer exploitation cases must generally
start from the premise that the sexual activity is not
the fault of the victim even if the child:

• Did not say no
• Did not fight
• Actively cooperated
• Initiated the contact
• Did not tell
• Enjoyed the sexual activity
• Accepted gifts or money

Investigators must also remember that many chil
dren, especially those victimized through the seduc
tion process, often:

• T\'ade sex for attention, affection, or gifts
• Are confused over their sexuality and feelings
• Are embanassed and guilt-ridden over their

activity
• Describe victimization in socially acceptable ways
• Minimize their responsibility & maximize

offender's

• Deny or exaggerate their' victimization

All these things do not mean the child is not a
victim What they do mean is that children are human
beings with human needs and not necessarily "inno-
cent angels God sent us from heaven" Sympathy for •
victims is inversely proportIOnal to then age

When law enforcement officers are pretending
to be children as part of authorized and approved pro
active investigations, they must remember that the
number of potential offenders is proportional and the
appeal of the case is inversely proportional to the "age"
of the "victim" Because there ar'e far more potential

offenders interested in older chil
dren, pretending to be a 15- or 16
year-old will result in a larger
online response The resulting
case, however, will have far less
jury appeal,

Mter developing a relation-
ship online, offenders who are ar
rested attempting to meet with
children (or individuals they be-
lieve to be children) to engage in
illegal sexual activity, often claim
that they were not really going to

have "sex ," They claim the discussed sex was just a
fantasy, was part ofan undercover "investigation," OJ

was a means ofcommunicating with a troubled cltild
In addressing this issue of intent or motivation, in
vestigators must objectively weigh all the offender's •
behavior (ie " past history, honesty about identity, na-
ture of communications, who was notified about ac
tivity, overt actions taken, etc,.). Ultimately, a judge
orjury will decide this question of fact

Summar'y

Investigators must be alelt to the fact that any
offender with the intelligence, economic means, 01

employment access might be using a computer in any
or all of the above ways, but preferential sex offend
ers ar'e highly likely to do so

As computers become less expensive, more so
phisticated, and easier to operate the potential fOI
abuse will grow rapidly
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